
The-American-Numismatic-Society 
(FOUNDED 185S . INCORPORATED 1865) 

Broadway-at-155th-5treet 

New-York-NY. 10032 

April 6, 1993 

Mr. Eric P. Newman 
Eric P. Newman Numismatic Education Society 
6450 Cecil Avenue 
St. Louis, MO 63105 

Dear Eric, 

Included are casts of the Bungtown piece (Breen.975) in the ANS 
collection. This seems to be one of only two pieces known. It was 
listed as "unique?" in Breen, but John Kleeberg now found this 
specimen in our collection. 

Sincerely, 

Katharina Eldada 
Curatorial Assistant 



THE COLONIAL NEWSLETTER FOUNDATION, Inc. <20S) 881-8678 

4007 Medford Drive, BE 
Huntsvilie, Alabama 35802 

March 9, 1994 

Mr. Eric P. Newman 

St. Louis, MO 63105 

Hi Eric, 

There are two items that you may possibly be able to help me with 
for CNL_, which are - -■ 

(i> I am attempting to finalise Sandy Partridge's paper on the 
Vermont Notes of 1781 and need to locate a good photograph of the 
Three Pound (Ten Dollar) note. A nice clean Xerox copy would be 
satisfactory. The? illustration that I have is a composite that 
Sandy supplied (see attached Xerox sheet) which approximates the 
appearance of that note but has incorrect right and left borders 
as they were clipped from something else and pasted on. I will 
use this if I must, but only as a last resort. Sandy's paper 
comprises a comparison of each of the eight notes and discusses 
the interesting alternations of seals, side cuts, top cuts, and 
etc. as one moves from denomination to denomination. 

(2) Remember the Connecticut 1785 specimens that Barnsley 
brought to our attention some years ago? These were 2.3-T, 
2.4—U, 2.5-V, 2. 6—BRI--GE0 (or Viack CT.86A-16) and 2.7-W (?) . You 
have as I recall one of these specimens - - I believe that it is 
the one we have been calling 2.7-W - - that is different in some 
details from the others but I do not believe that this has ever 
been confirmed. I am also attempting to complete Jeff Rock's 
paper on the Connecticut Updates and to illustrate all of the 
"not in Miller" specimens and need a photograph of your specimen 
to compare with the others and to use as an illustration if it 
is, in fact, a different variety. You offered to loan this to 
me for photography several years ago but I am just now at the 
point that I need to do so. I will appreciate your sending the 
specimen, or a photograph, so that I can finally sort these 
things out and publish them in CNL„ Please mail it so that it 
will arrive the first week in May as I will be in Australia all 
of April and cannot work on it until I return. Anything else, or 
ideas, that you believe would be of interest that should be 
included in the Connecticut Update will be appreciated. 

Many thanks - 

Best regards, 

THE COLONIAL NEWSLETTER 

Spi1 man 
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THE COLONIAL NEWSLETTER FOUNDATION, Inc. <205) 881-8678 

P.O.Box 4411 
Huntsville, Alabama 35815 

June 7, 1994 

Mr. Eric P. Newman 
6450 Cecil Avenue 
St. Louis, NO 63105 

Hi Eric, 

Sorry that I missed your recent telephone call - we were away on 
another trip following our Australia/NewZealand experience, which 
was wonderful! 

Evidently you were unable to ship the coinage items during the 
time slot that I outlined in my letter of April 2, 1994, so here 
is my current schedules We will be in Alaska with two 
grandchiIdren and parents until June 20. Then we will be in 
Huntsville until July 17th, gone for a week and then return on 
July 23rd. So - - it would be possible for me to do the 
photography anytime between June 20 and July 16. (Or after 
July 23rd.) 

What I need at this point in time ares 

(!) Connecticut 4.2-F.6 of 1785 
(2) Betts #7 
(3) Vlack 86A—16 

(4) The William Boddard broadside and your "blurb" 

to accompany it. I would like to include a 
reduced size version of the entire broadside 
in CNL. 

Many thanks also for your contribution to CNL for years 1993 & 
1994. I will be sending out a "contribution statement" of 
somesort later this year, probably in December, in accordance 
with the new IRS rulings now that cancelled checks are no longer 
sufficient evidence for contributions to non-profit 
organizations I 

Best regards, 
THE COLONIAL NEWSLETTER 



1785 Conn. Large African Head 

Miller 4(2) - F(4). Perhaps unique. 

Vf with light hammer marks. 

Hall Collection § 1714. Ex Brand 

Variety painted on edge by Hall. 

Sometimes called 4(2) - F(6) 

An illustration of 4(2) in CNL, Jan. 1973. 

1786 Conn. Ctf. Betts # 7 

Double stop right of head. 

Colon before ET. 

Backwards D in INDE 

27.25 X 28.16 mm., 152.4 grains 

1786 (?) Conn - Britannia Ctf. 

Rev. of Betts # 8. Vlack CT- 86A. 

Woodward Mar. 20, 1865 # 2605 

27.45 X 28.05 mm. 138 grains 

Depression at top of branch. 

Crude. Unique. 



ERIC P. NEWMAN NUMISMATIC EDUCATION SOCIETY 

6450 Cecil Avenue, St. Louis, Missouri 63105 

James Spilman October 27, 1994 

Colonial Newsletter Foundation 

4007 Medford Drive, SE 

Huntsville, AL 35815-4411 

Dear Jim: 

I enclose an ANS plaster cast of a counterfeit half pence you 

may not have a record of. It is miserable but I think you can see 

more of it than I can. I hope it helps. The ANS letter describes 

it as Breen 9 7^. 

My best, 

Eric Newman 
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THE COLONIAL NEWSLETTER FOUNDATION, Inc. (205) 881-8678 

P.O.Box 4411 
Hunt s v i11e, AL 35815 

e-maiI Internets 75021.172@compuserve.com 

October 29, 1994 

Mr. Jeff Rock 
P.O.Box 3447 
San Diego, CA 92103 

Hi Jeff, 

1 sent you the set of new photograph© just before we left on a 

trip to Columbus Ohio, from which we have just returned! So - 
here is the text that goes with the photos. 

My camera setup that I have been using for years to photograph 
coind for FiImPrint and record purposes chose that moment, as I 
started to make the exposures, to self destruct. As a result I 
had to i mpr ovise anot.her set up using a d i f f er en t camer a and a set 
of close.up) lenses. The results were poor, very little depth of 
•field and some curvature of the field, but. it was the best I 
could do under the circumstances. 

I did make some preliminary FiImPrints which I must do over when 
I have the time, so as to get. better accuracy for the 
comparisons, but what. I did accomplish was sufficient to reach 
the following conclusions: 

(1) 2.3-T is the original Betts 7. I do not know the present 
location of the coin. Do you know? 

(2) 2..6--W is the original Betts 8 Reverse but with a different 
obverse.. This is the Newman specimen. Also known as Vlack 
CT-86A. 

(3) 2.4--U is a different die variety combination of Betts 7. 
CNL specimen. 

(4) 2.5-V is another different die variety of Betts 7. Newman 
sped men. 

So what we have here are three die varieties of Betts 7 and one 
new die variety of Betts 8. So I suggest thet we call these, in 
order, Betts 7A (the original Betts 7), Betts 7B, Betts 7C, and 

Betts SB. Drop the other designations, which solves the problem 
of Miller die variety. It could create a new problem in the 

future if something should show up that is a different muling of 
these 8 dies. There ARE eight different dies here, four obverses 
and four reverses. I am calling these "dies" recognising that 



these coins may actually be sand castings, and that no real dies 
ever existed. 

In summary, 2.3-T = Betts 7A 
2.4- U = Betts 7B 
2.5- V ■ Betts 7C 
2.6- W = Betts 8B 

The photo 4.2-F.6 of 1785 suffers from the camera problems 
related above, not to mention the abuse to the reverse when 
someone whacked it twice with a hammer! So - for the moment., 
that is the best that I can do with it. 

More later. I think that I have all of this in the correct 
sequence. But it is still PRELIMINARY! What think you? 

With best regards, 
THE COLONIAL’NEWSLETTER 

OCT 2 9 1994 

James C. Spilman 

bcc: Eric P. Newman NOV l IS 



THE COLONIAL NEWSLETTER FOUNDATION, Inc. <205) 881-8678 

P.O.Box 44.U 

H u n t s v i 11 e, A1 a b a m a 35815 

November 1, 1994 

e-mai1 In t ernet s 75021.172@camp user ve.c om 

Nr. Eric P. Newman 
6450 C e e :L I A v e n u e 
St. Louis, MO 63105 

Hello Eric, 

Enclosed are -four sets of photographic prints of what Ned 
Barnsley called 2.3-T, 2.4-U, 2.5-V and 2.6-W. In addition 
prints of your 4.2-F.6 of 1786. 

Also enclosed is a blind carbon copy of my letter of October 29, 
1994 to Jeff Rock, for your information. Jeff has been trying to 
develop descriptions for these four counterfeits. 

Your thoughts regarding these spec.imens wi 11 be appreciated. 0ne 
surprising result from my very rough FilmPrint study is that the 
2.3, 2.4 & 2.5 obverses and reverses appear to have been 
manufactured by techniques very simi1 ar to those of Abe1 Bue11 
with his 1786 Connecticut dies. More on that later as I am able 
t o make more a c c u rat e Fi1mPrin ts. 

Best regards, 
THE COLONIAL NEWSLETTER 

J arnes C. Spi1 man 
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2*3-T (THE Betts &) ANS neg 62-597 

°resent location unknown @ 12-Oct-94 



The Colonial Newsletter Foundation 
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2.4-U CNL specimen ex-Barnsley 

2.4-U of 17SA 



The Colonial Newsletter Foundation 
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2.4-U of 1786 
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2.6-W (Vlack CT-86A) C ML^ 

EPN Specimery^ANS neg 462 & 464 



The Colonial Newsletter Foundation 
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2.6-W reverse 
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2.5-V CNL neg/ANS negs 469 & 460 
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The Colonial Newsletter Foundation 
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2.5-V reverse 
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M. 4.2-Fo6 of 1785 
EPN specimen 



M. 4o2-F„6 of 1785 reverse 



THE COLONIAL NEWSLETTER FOUNDATION, Inc. (205) 881-8678 

P.O.Box 4411 

Huntsvilie, A1abama 35815 

November 17, 1994 

e-mail INTERNETs 75021.172@compuserve.com 

Mr. Eric P» Newman 

6450 Cecil Avenue 

St. Louis, MO 63105 

Hello Eric, 

I am returning the ANS cast at Vlack 16-86A (Breen 975). Many 

thanks for sending it -for my examination. There is not much to 

work with but I am convinced that the ANS coin IS a Vlack 16--S6A, 

but whether it is the specimen pictured on Vlack's plate remains 

to be determined from an examination of the coin itself. I 

suspect that it is a different specimen simply because there is 

far less detail on Kleeberg's cast than is apparent on the Vlack 

photograph. 

The obverse attribution is certain from the hairdo with the 

diebreak down through the pattern. The reverse because of the 

cobb1ed 1ettering in BRITA. 

The CT-86A obverse and reverse on Vlack's plate are from your 

specimen. Only the obverse of 16-86A is shown, and it might be 

that the reverse (not shown on the Vlack plate) of 16-86A is from 

a different die, but not likely. 

Examination of the photograph in Breen (Breen 957) indicates to 

me that it is a different specimen from ANS or EPN. So perhaps 

there are three of them extant. 

Best regards, 

THE COLONIAL NEWSLETTER 

.James C. Spilman 
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A DOSSIER ON THE FOUR CONNECTICUT COUNTERFEITS 

. r. /••«'••? Cov aatv\J0l tvL a*, t'3 i 

DATED 1786 

^.3 -T 'Z.S'W 

2.4 -7^ 'Z-.-k ~ SKX 
One of the many problems encountered in the study of 

Connecticut Coppers has been the making of a.decision as to 
just what specific coins should be included within this-Series. | 
It is a problem which is still not completely resolved. Miller's 
thinking along this line was set down in his foreward to State 
Coinage of Connecticut as follows: "No attempt has been made to 
decide on the legality of any of the coins with the legend 
AUCTORI CONNEC. They, were all made at the same epoch, some by I 
fairly competent hands, others evidently by novices in die- 
sinking." Four unique examples of such obvious die sinking by 
novices are now the subject under present discussion. Not one | 
of these has any of the die characteristics common to other 
members of the- Connecticut Series. 1 

It must be remembered that the official Company for f- 
Coining Coppers did not fully enjoy the sole monoplv authorized 
by its franchise from the State Legislature. As a matter of fact, | 
AUCTORI CONNEC. coins were probably stamped out at six different I 
mints, according to a current manuscript in process of publication £ 
by Henry Walter Breen. Therefore, our four pieces under discussion 
could have been made at one of these illegal mints, or they might 
have been fabricated in the Mid-Nineteenth Century at the whim of 
some trickster of that period. It is significant to note that 
only one example of each of these four pieces exists, and all of 
them are preserved in the same miserable condition. 

lO 

Miller included in his classification all the AUCTORI 
CONNEC pieces known to him, but he did not, however, mention the 
fact that.‘three of his Connecticut INOE ET LIB reverses were 
sometimes paired with obverses of other Series. These dies are 
P»- of 1787, D of 1783, ana I of 1788 which are paired GEORGIVi* 
II ; REX obverses; and the same, reverse I iv also paired, with 
three different VERMON, AUCTORI obverses. All six of these Conn- - 
eceieut ."mules" have been assigned attribution numbers. (Colonial 
Newsletter. No. 33.) - 

Miller did not include in his classification pieces of 
obvious counterfeit or perhaps spurious origin. -’Four suih -p }*«,&> s 
are now known to the writer. All of them are badlygraved ‘ Wd ;' 
oadly struck on imperfect planchets. When vtewed3:c»UeCtIvelyTPl 
tney appear to have had a common spurious origin at th-L hand 6?' 
a single individual. . V .if; • 

■ i' ". y t'.p • 

When I started some twelve years ago to bring Miller's 
taxat. )my up. to date, I assigned numbers to the two counterfeits 
Known at that time. The piece published by-Betts n but 
overlooked by Miller in 1920 was called 2.3-T? and -its courte-okr*- 
discovered by A. D. Hoch./Ln 1963 was called 2.4-U., When these cwo~ 



-2- 

pieces were published in Colonial Newsletter, No. 11, in March, 
1964, I stated erroneously that 2.3-T was owned by ANS, I still 
have the’2.4-U, but the whereabouts of the 2.3-T is unknown. 
Curator Henry Grunthal advised me on March 22, 1972 that he 
could find no trace of it at the Society, and furthermore he 
believed that it never did form a part of the ANS collec¬ 
tions. Fortnately, excellent photographs exist in addition to 
the well executed line drawing, Fig. 7 in Betts' publication, 
Counterfeit Half Pence. The photography of 2.3-T was done at ANS 
in 196.2, the obverse being on negative 62-597, and the reverse 
on 62-5981 but I cannot find out who owned the coin when it was 
thus photographed.. 

On January 3, 1975 A. D. Hoch sent me a batch of unattribu¬ 
ted photographs to study, and I was amazed to discover among them 
two more obvious counterfeits, very similar to the two pieces 
which have been discussed above*/ The first one can be identified 
as coin No. 9 on negatives 46£FN©-r-i and 464VHOT-Zr respectively. 
Until Miller attributions are assigned, I will.refer to this_. 
piece as 2.6-BUI. The second "new" counterfeit can be identified 
as coin NoT*2 on negatives 469vand 460*u:espectiveiy. Until Miller 
attributions are assigned, I will refer to this piece as Z.b-V— 

The obverse effigy of 2.6-BRI faces right, and it is . 
■impossible to tell whether the bu*st was intended to be Mailed ur 
Draped, because the engraving is extremely crude, total/ unlike 
that of any other conventional coin in the Connecticut ienes. 
The wreath is composed of seven, large laurel 1eaves, and the 
hair in indicated by coarse strokes.which follow the skull*s 
curvature in a. pattern exactly like that of the Negro Head obverse 
4.1 of 1785. Visible punctuation in the legend, which_is made 
with large, block letters, shows a period 41ter AUCTQRi, and a 
period both before and after CONNEC. 

The reverse of 2.6-BRI contains the only BRITANNIA legend 
with British shield known to be »combined with an AUCTORl CONNEC 
obverse. So immediately suspicion arises as to the genuineness^ 
of this piece. Is it a penecontemporaneous counterfeit ^r simply 
a' Nineteenth Century fake? The date of the piece Itself is equally 
enigmatic, for below the doubled date line there appears five 
numerals: 17886. The bottoms of the numbers are slightiy^truncated, 
but enough remains for each to be identified. The two ”8's" ^ 
slightly•overlap one another, but nevertneless the date touid ^ 
have looked like 1788 if the final number "6M had- not teen addec- 
as an afterthought. (This may be a clue as to the counterfeiter'* 

intention!) 

There is no doubt in rny mind that this piece*^ 2.6-8RI, 
was the very same one mentioned, but not illustrated, by WyJ.lys 
Betts. He compared it to his Fig. 7, which is what we new call 
2.3-T, and wrote on P. 8 of his Counterfeit Half Pence t "Now, 
singularly, I have recently seen a Connecticut cent having an 

.obverse very similar to No.. 7, and with the reverse from the 
same rude die as the 1786 half penny, thus proving that the latter 



-3- 

was of American manufacture.” The rude' 1786 half penny referred 
to was illustrated as Fig. 8, and its reverse is similar to 
but not exactly like the reverse of 2.6-BRI, 

• . The second "new" counterfeit, 2.5-V, is another crude 
1786 piece of novice workmanship, - as Miller might have expressed 
it,- and it appears at first glance to have been struck from the 
same pair of dies used to strike 2,3-T. Although obverse 2,5 has 
two periods in front of CONNEC, 2.3 and 2.4 have only one period 
at this location. All of these three obverse busts, facing right, 
are of similar, crude design, resembling a Hogarth caricature 
with an enormous Roman nose running in a straight line from 
forehead to tip, beneath which is a pair of pouting lips and a 
receding chin. The hair is made up of overlapping crescent¬ 
shaped punchings. The face has been given an unusual three 
dimensional quality by a pair of laurel leaves which extend halt 
way up from the far side of the head, and also-by an eyebrow 
showing from beyond the other side of the nose; beets oven showc-t 
this unique eyebrow rendering in his Fig. 7 line drawing, these 
are features never heretofore engraved on flat two dimensional 
Connecticut effigies. As regards determining whether the bust 
was intended to be Mailed or Drapedi once again, one guess is as 
good as another. 

The reverse of 2.5-V is a*s equally crude ns char, of it,? 
sibling reverses, T and U. The branch and branch leaves of 
reverses V and T are certainly, identical. In all cl case three 
reverses, the D of INDE in inverted and the shields tear: 3riti-.eC 
arms. There is a strong possibility that an Optical Comparison 
study of these three reverses will reveal that they are, in . 
all struck from the same die, and their apparent difference* ai e 
due only to the miserable preservation-of miserable striking* c 
miserable planchets. This "miserableness" may have nee:.:, intent hoc 

Respectfully submitted for your comments, and especially 
for 'your knowledge as to the present whereabouts of the missing 

(f UVtoJ 
re o \ 
\v Ohv^iW. 

1. Barnsley Edward b 

C. Spllman 
P. Newman 

January 17, 1975 ' 

J. Ford 
Picker 
D. Hoch . 
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THE COLONIAL NEWSLETTER FOUNDATION, I-.c. (205) 881-8678 

P.O.Box 4411 
Hun t svi lie, A'l abama 35815 

LLdt^=T=4^==T:93?4 

Mr. Eric P. Newman JUL 2 6 1994 
’ 6450 Cecil Avenue 
St. Louis, MO 63105 

Hi Eric 



THE COLONIAL NEWSLETTER FOUNDATION, Inc. <205) 88.1.-8678 

P.O.Box 4411 

Huntsvi11e, A1abama 35815 
July 14, 1994 

Nr. Eric P. Newman 
6450 Cecil Avenue 
St. Louis, MO 63105 

Hi Eric, 

I have been delayed -for a week or so in getting to work on your 
specimens that you mailed to me but that work is now underway and 
I wanted to advise you that, some additional time is going to be 

necessary on my part. 

Here is a PRELIMINARY report on my findings: 

Your Connecticut 4.2-F.4 really seems to be a 4.2-F.6 as reported 
earlier, but according to Ned's notes (see attached Xerox) this 
discovery (of 4.6) was made in 1966 by Keller! I am of the 
opinion that your 4.2-F.6 is a reworking of the 4.1 and F.4 dies, 
but a final conclusion must await the film print analysis. 

Your Betts #7 turned out to be a surprise. The reverse IS from 
E<etts #7, but the obverse is different. This coin is what Ned 
Barnsley called 2.5-V in his 1-17-75 memo "A Dossier on the Four- 
Connect icut Counterfeits Dated 1786". It is also the exact - 

> 

(Reverses), center coin top row. These are the old 4" x 5" 
negatives that ANS used many years ago. 

Your Vlack CT-86A (Barnsley 2.6-BRI). Vlack 86A is the reverse 
of Betts #8, but with a different obverse (see Barnsley's comment 
in his "Dossier". This specimen is pictured on ANS negatives 
#462 and #464, lower right. I am of the opinion that the Betts #7 
line drawing is of a different specimen which could explain Ned's 
comment. 

CNL has a pretty good photograph of the 2.3-T which is the actual 
coin sketched by Betts as Betts #7 (large planchet. cracks and 
all!) and the obverse looks a lot like what we have been calling 
2.4, so there remains a lot of work to be done! My notes say that 
Newman and Ford each have a specimen of 2.3-T. Can you verify 
this for me please, Eric? 

This leaves one missing specimen -— the Vlack 16-86A, the other- 
end of the three die linkage Vlack 16-86A-CT. (Vlack's 1974 
plates). 2.4-U is in the CNL collection. Is the Vlack 16-86A in 
your collection Eric? If so I would appreciate the opportunity 
to photograph it as well. The Vlack photo is very poor and we 

need to rephotograph the actual specimen someday! Bob says he no 
longer has the negatives and my copy of his plates are just a bit. 
out of focus, so that is a serious problem in completing this 



If you do not have a copy of Ned's "Dossier" in your files Eric, 
I can Xerox a copy and send it to you. 

When I have completed this study Eric I will send you my complete 
findings together with a set of film prints of all of the 
specimens so that you will be able to readily compare everything 
and make your own judgements on the validity of my conclusions. 

Finally, I would appreciate receiving the Xerox of the top 
portion of the broadside, even if it is very dark. 1 am of the 
opinion that I can restore most of it on the computer to the 
point that it will look like a "new" print. I shall work, first, 
on the Table of Coppers. 

I hope this rambling letter makes sense. More later, and thanks 
again or everything. 

Best regards, 
THE COLONIAL NEWSLETTER 

James C. Spilman 
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ERIC P. NEWMAN NUMISMATIC EDUCATION SOCIETY 

6450 Cecil Avenue, St. Louis, Missouri 63105 

James C. Spilman September 20, 1995 

P.0. Box 4411 

Huntsville, AL 35815 

Dear Jim: 

Pursuant to our recent conversation I enclose a pair of 

positive prints (my only set) which I found in my picture file 

while looking for something else. I hope they add a little to your 

file on the counterfeit Connecticut and Betts counterfeit ^d 

project. 

They are ANS photo A-624 and A-625 which are a group of nine 

coins. I do not see a record of their ownership but I had 

assembled at ANS the coins of ANS, Yale and my own for 

photographing apparently about 1962. You already have A-460 and A- 

469. You already have 62-597 and 62-598 which my notations show 

are ANS and Yale pieces and include the Connecticut counterfeit 

2.3-T which your positive says "location unknown". I think Yale 

either did or does have 2.3-T as I presume you checked with ANS. 

Also enclosed is a photo of a miserable example of the Betts type 

\d on ANS plate A-467. It probably belongs to ANS. Is this the 

same as the plaster cast I sent to you? 

You may rephoto my positives or order new prints from ANS. 

Please return my positives and if you make special prints I would 

like to have a set. 

I have piles of negatives and positives of counterfeit ^d, and 

hope someone will work on these in due course. Many of the coins 

are mine but many belonged to others. 

Kindest regards, 

Eric P. Newman 

Enclosures: 

photos 



<205) 881-8678 THE COLONIAL NEWSLETTER FOUNDATION, Inc. 

P. 0. Box 4411 
Huntsvilie, AL 35815 

e-mail INTERNETS 75021.172@conipuservG.com 
or JCSatCNL<il!aol «com 

October 7, 1995 

Mr. Eric P. Newman 
6450 Cecil Avenue 
St. Louis, MO 63105 

Hi Eric, 

Please -forgive my long delay in reply to your letter of September- 

20, 1995. My wife and I have just returned from an extended trip 
and I am once again playing catch-up on correspondence. 

I shall make copies of your three ANS photos and return the 
originals to you within the next week or so. 

Also, enclosed are Xerox copies of the faces of two composite 
17631 Vermont notes which Sandy Partridge sent to me. Are you 
aware of any other such composites? If so, is it possible to 
obtain Xerox copies of both sides? 

Many thanks. In great haste, as usual - - and 

With best regards, 
THE COLONIAL NEWSLETTER 

James C. Spi1 man 
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